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RBA ends QE but runs the risk of being behind the curve 

Australian yields eased and the AUD dipped after the RBA held the cash rate at 0.1%, signalled it will be ending bond 
purchases next week (topping out at roughly AUD350bn, circa 16% of GDP), but also downplayed upside risks to the 
rates and inflation outlook. In a nutshell the RBA is yet to be convinced that the recent tick-up in inflation will stick and, 
with wage growth still low, it was prepared to be ‘patient’. Our CBA colleagues still expect the RBA to hike in August 
(+15bps) and for a shallow and gradual RBA rake hike cycle (peak of 1.25% by 2023Q2). 

Today sees the focus cross the Tasman with Q4 NZ labour market data expected to show the NZ unemployment rate 
falling to a record low, and with wage inflation at its highest in more than a decade.  We expect the labour market to 
tighten further in 2022 and for wage growth to strengthen and high CPI inflation to remain persistent. It points to further 
economic overheating and more work ahead for the RBNZ. However, a decision on the NZ border restrictions – we await 
Thursday morning’s announcement by PM Ardern on the NZ border with interest – could help out the RBNZ. Yesterday, 
the OECD warned over high NZ inflation and the housing market, proposing that the RBNZ could be assisted by NZ fiscal 
policy being tightened in the “near term”. 

After last week’s equity and bond market rout, markets look to have taken on a more constructive tone, with generally 
positive risk sentiment on display. Helping the tone was solid data (see below) and comments by FOMC Hawk George 
(2022 voter) who backed raising US rates gradually so as not to upset the economy but also deliberately. FOMC dove 
Daly (non-voter for 2022) defended the FOMC as not being behind the curve and warned against tightening too quickly.  

US equity markets have bobbled around overnight with no set direction, with more defensive segments in decline and 
with energy, financials and industrials on the rise. Corporate earnings were generally better than expected from a range 
of companies including Exxon, United Parcel Services and UBS. European stocks were boosted by strong corporate 
earnings, with broad-based gains, with Asia/Pacific stocks making gains yesterday (ASX 200, +0.5%, NZSX 50 +1.4%). 

The Treasury yield curve steepened, with a modest retracement in short-term yields with longer term yields modestly 
firmer (10Y 1.79%). European 10-year yields were slightly on the up, with UK short-term yields on the rise leading to this 
week’s BOE decision (a 25bp hike is now close to fully priced in). NZ yields were little changed yesterday. 

Commodity prices were generally a mixed bag despite the weaker USD. Oil prices hovered a smidge below USD90 per 
barrel, as OPEC+ barely increased production last month, with cool US weather and geopolitical concerns keeping energy 
prices elevated. 

Data wrap: US data was in line with expectations and showed a resilient economy, with a modest decline for the 
manufacturing ISM (57.6), but with the prices paid component of this survey still worryingly high (76.1). US job openings 
climbed to 10.925m showing the strong demand for labour and acute labour shortages. Despite NZ merchandise export 
values tracking 5.6% higher over 2021, soaring imports for intermediates pushed merchandise imports 23% higher, with 
the annual trade deficit ($6.784bn), the widest since 2006.  

FX Update: Broad-based USD weakness characterised market action over the last 24 hours, with the Greenback at the 
bottom of the G10 currency table. The dovish RBA assessment only briefly weighed on the AUD, with the Australasian 
currencies at the top of the currency standings as markets took on a more constructive tone. The NZD moved above 66 
US cents last night and is currently towards the top of its 0.6580-0.6640 USD overnight range. The NZD has pared back 
some of its post-RBA gains against the AUD (0.9330 AUD currently). With markets largely pricing in a strong Q4 labour 
market print, NZD topside is limited from the data, but a more constructive backdrop should help the kiwi.  
 
Day Ahead: Q4 NZ Labour market data at 10:45am are expected to show the labour market tightening further, with the 
unemployment rate somewhere around 3.2%-3.3%, with employment being above its maximum sustainable level. The 
figures should show an acceleration in wage growth, with the private sector Labour Cost Index up 0.9% qoq (2.9% yoy). 
At 12.30pm is RBA Governor Lowe’s speech.  The offshore data calendar is light, with a focus on the US January ADP 
employment print for (mkt: 184k) for clues on the weekend’s payrolls print.  Author: mark.smith4@asb.co.nz 
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Currencies Currencies Commodities Equities

NZD/USD 0.6633 NZD/SEK 6.154 NZX WMP 4360.0 Dow 35189

NZD/AUD 0.9324 NZD/DKK 4.388 Gold $/o 1801.9 S&P 500 4518

NZD/EUR 0.5898 NZD/THB 22.0 WTI Oil $/b 88.0 NASDAQ 14232

NZD/JPY 76.08 AUD/USD 0.7113 Money Market (%) FTSE 7536

NZD/GBP 0.4909 EUR/USD 1.125 90 Day BB 1.10 CAC-40 7099

NZD/CAD 0.8423 USD/JPY 114.7 OCR 0.75 DAX 15619

NZD/CHF 0.6116 10 Yr Bond Yields (%) ASB Swap Rates (%) H.Seng 23802

NZD/HKD 5.169 NZ 2.60 1yr 2.00 Nikkei 27078

NZD/SGD 0.8949 US 1.79 2yr 2.45 ASX200 7006

NZD/CNH 4.226 Aust 1.91 5yr 2.76 NZX50 12059
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      Important Disclaimer 

This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or needs. 
Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard to your 
objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.   

We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based on the 
information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as to accuracy, 
reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this document are subject 
to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We are 
under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. Neither ASB nor any person involved in the 
preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this document.   

Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to contingencies 
and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant that any of these 
valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.  
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